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POWER is the life energy that drives you to conquer, acquire and / or achieve
your heart desires with ease or little difficulty (in the context of a human person).
INFLUENCE is the ability to use both power and authority to persuade people /
an individual with ease and / or little difficulty.
AUTHORITY is the formal articulation of power to create action and make things
happen without violation of the set rules, and regulations.
 Very important to note that one may be very powerful but not
authoritative.
 One could be authoritative but less powerful.
 One could be influential but less powerful and / or authoritative.
For you to lead a blameless life you MUST strive to exhibit an equal share of
Power, Influence and Authority (PIA) just like a balanced diet.
In every business establishment, the Directors have to invest more in intrapersonal power generation facilities. There is a need to have visible power
absorbers such as presentable cars, mansions, associates, balanced life style
(AIR, LAND and SEA).
* The proper utilization of PIA would keep the business growth and development
very stable and admirable.
* Misuse of PIA would lead to self destruction and distort the image of the
business establishment.
* PIA must be harmonized by meekness / humility if NOT power can / may lead
to short life / endless conflict / separation etc.
* PIA leads to instant fame and you know fame leads to fortune; fortune may
lead to good progress or destruction depending on who is handling it. Many
young Africans have died young because of abuse and misuse of Power,
Influence and Authority?
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With PIA, one has to always engage the HUMILITY button. Remember, people
out there want to annoy you always. You do not have to react to issues or

situations but just respond logically while you keep at the required calmness.
Listen to relevant advice always!
Power, Influence and Authority are what most young people and even the elderly
want to come by BUT the possibilities are very scarce and highly restricted.
However, youthful personalities in possession of PIA should always thank God by
befriending meekness and humility as the only harmonizing components of PIA.
In other words, to be a good custodian of PIA you must look at God first, other
people second and you last. That is also the true meaning of HUMILITY.
1.

STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES (SMT) 30 minutes per day for 4 days
in a week, 2 hours for the programs.

2.

THE INSIGHT OF POWER.

a).

SILENCE reserves energy.

b).

MEDITATION generates energy.

c).

SPEAKING utilizes energy.

YOU DESERVE 30 MINUTES OF MEDITATIONAL SILENCE DAILY FOR THE
BETTER EVERY DAY.
The Spiritual Backup.
Psalms 121, Psalms 23, Psalms 119, Job 11:10.
Finally, you must note that God is powerful. But his most honoured Asset is His
Word. His Golden Authority is His Word. `God cannot go against his word.
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